
LDM
Drop Uno Surface-mounted

Oberfläche

aluminio mate

aluminio pulido

negro

bronce

blanco

Dimmbarkeit

DALI regulable

Regulable en el sitio con control de fase inversa

con módulo Casambi

Technical details

País de la Fabricación  Alemania

fabricante LDM

diseñador Jürgen Glauner

protección IP20

Volumen de suministro LED

entrada de tensión 230 - 240 Volt

Diámetro en cm 7

material aluminio

longitud del cable 200 cm

ajuste de altura altura determinada

Potencia en vatios 8,75 W

LED incluyendo

Indice de reproduccion cromatica >95

El flujo luminoso en lm 781

Temperatura de color en grados
Kelvin

Dim to warm

Dimensiones del dosel ∅ 10 cm

reemplazo de la bombilla:
en el fabricante / en la
fabrica

Dimensions H 16 cm | Ø 7 cm

Descripción

The LDM Drop Uno Surface-mounted is a height-determinable pendant lamp
with a lamp shade made of aluminum. Its light is distributed focused and
homogeneously downwards through a frosted optical lens. The lamp is
offered in the surfaces aluminum polished, aluminum matt, bronze, white and
black. The cable of the lamp has a maximum length of 200 cm and can be
shortened if necessary. Special lengths for the cable and various cable colours
are also available on request. As standard, the lamp in matt aluminum, white
and black is supplied with a white cable, the lamp in polished aluminum with a
cable in anthracite and the lamp in bronze with a cable in copper.

The pendant lamp is offered in three versions: dimmable on site with a trailing
edge phase dimmer, DALI dimmable or with integrated Casambi module. The
DALI version requires a 5-core mains cable. With a Casambi module, the lamp
can be operated via smartphone or tablet using the Casambi app via
Bluetooth. Casambi technology also offers the possibility of regulating several
suitable lamps in groups.

When dimming the Drop Uno surface-mounted lamp, the light colour of the
integrated LED changes to a warmer tone (from 3,000 Kelvin warm white to
1,800 Kelvin extra warm white) due to the used Dim-to-warm technology. This
pendant lamp is suspended from a ceiling canopy made of aluminum, which
has the same surface as the selected lamp. The canopy has a diameter of 9.8
cm and is 4.6 cm high. On request, the Drop lamp is also available as a
recessed lamp or with a decentralised suspension that can be mounted
independently of the power connection. From the Drop series, LDM also offers
multiple pendant lamps with two (on request), three or four lights as well as
the height-adjustable Drop Move.
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